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Many new pieces of furniture have been for this and much has been selected from our regular stock;
piece will be marked with a green sale ticket on the back of which printed special from the marked price on

this ticket you are entitled to 10 per cent cash discount.

There are two Kinds of Furniture on the MarRet today

''Quality Furniture"

Prizes

Thursday

''CommodityFurniture?
In Quality Furniture there is attention paid to design and style9 material carefully selected, workmanship guaranteed;
carefully prepared before finishing and nothing but the best grade of surface finish permitted.

In the no particular attention paid to style or design, faulty material, cheap labor, poorly prepared for finish-
ing, much of it carrying one or two coates of vamish and usually handled by some manufacturers or jobbers who
unloads same on the market at a profit.

Our store has always tried to carry the Quality Furniture and to give our customers a satisfactory article even at a
sacrifice of our profit or cost on the article.
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Elsewhere we are running
14 Issues of our

Xmas Shopping Sale
add. One evening between -
the 10th and 19th a word will
be added so as not to alfect
the meaning of the

Or in it will ap- -

finds this word and .VE 1 i I S I nrSfii "''JB'r
a copy of our Xmas Shopping Sale ad con- - iffWmtl vA .cm'P

the we will give $5.00 in trade,
to the second $3.00 in to the third $2.50 Coovrliht 1909 bt C. K. Zimmerman l o- .- Mi. ..i

in trade, to the fourth $100 in trade, to the fifth $1.00 in to

the sixth 50 cents in trade.
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Special
green ticket articles will be
all over our immense stock.

Every framed picture in the
house goes in on this sale but
will not be marked with the
special green ticket.

Many sheets pictures on
make frames for you right
them finished by Xmas.
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